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Script Inputs Functionality

Main Varying.m Number of simulations, number of
realisations in each simulation, to-
tal time to simulate for, number of
time intervals, number of obstacles,
radius of each obstacle, period of the
square lattice, initial position of the
particle

Allows configuration of simulation
parameters, configures the domain
to be simulated, then calls the
Monte Carlo.m script to carry out
these simulations, and then pro-
cesses and plots the results

Monte Carlo.m Number of realisations, number of
time intervals, length of each time
interval, initial positions of particles,
centre and radius of each obstacle

Carries out the specified simulations
and calls the collision.m script to
deal with any collisions with obsta-
cles

collision.m Radius and centre of the obstacle
that the particle has collided with,
position of the particle before the
collision, position of the particle in-
side the obstacle if a collision was
ignored.

Calculates the position of the parti-
cle after a collision assuming a linear
path and an elastic collision at the
obstacle boundary

Table 6.1: A short description of the MATLAB scripts detailed in chapter 6 along with
an explanation of the inputs that each script requires.

Figure 6.1: Example of a domain consisting of a regular square array of circular obstacles
of constant radius, depicted by the red circles. Also shown is a pair of the simulated
particle paths (blue and orange lines).
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Reactions spreading in porous media
I The spread of the reactions depends on

dispersion=advection+molecular diffusion at large times.

1.3. MIXING-LIMITED REACTIONS 9

which non well mixed conditions for transported solutes arise (Dentz et al. [2011]), e.g. see

Figure 1.6. This incomplete mixing has been observed through both the use a high resolution

numerical method to simulate advective-diffusive transport of a passive tracer at pore scale

(e.g. Tartakovsky and Neuman [2008]) and laboratory experiments (e.g. Levy and Berkowitz

[2003]; Zinn et al. [2004]). Incomplete mixing is generally not taken into account by Darcy

scale models that assume well mixed conditions at scale larger than pores volumes (Dentz

et al. [2011]).

Figure 1.6: Incomplete mixing at the pore scale between two chemicals A and B. A is injected from

the left and is invading the pore space initially saturated by the chemical B (not displayed in figure).

The image shows the concentration field (normalized with respect to the injected value) resulting from

a numerical pore scale simulation discussed in the following chapters (de Anna et al. in preparation).

1.3 Mixing-limited reactions

The reactive activity in porous media refers to a large number of aqueous species that react

among themselves (e.g. denitrification), with the solid matrix (e.g. solid dissolution) and

with gaseous phases (e.g. gas dissolution) through different kinds of reactions (Pinder and

Celia [2006]), undergoing different kind of kinetics (e.g. Connors [1990]). Reactions character-

ized by slow kinetics compared with mixing kinetics can be well described by rate equations

(e.g. Neufeld and Hernandez-Garcia [2010]; Horsthemke et al. [2010]). Reactive processes involv-

ing multiple chemical species represent a very complex and challenging problem that can be

analyzed using advanced numerical codes (e.g. Saaltink [2004]; Majdalani and Ackerer [2011];

de Anna (2012)

Oates and Harvey (2006)



Reactions spreading in porous media

I The spread of the reactions depends on
dispersion=advection+molecular diffusion at large times.
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The basic problem: diffusion in the presence of obstacles

high porosity
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Figure 1 . An example of a periodic porous environment. [annotate solid and void phase]
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low porosity
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Figure 1 . An example of a periodic porous environment. [annotate solid and void phase]

porousmedium
Figure: An example of a periodic porous environment composed of void
(white) and solid (red) phases.

Ωv is the void or fluid phase, C is the solute concentration

∂C

∂t
= ∇2C , x ∈ Ωv

0 = n · ∇C , x ∈ ∂Ωv ,

where n is the unit normal to Ωv .



Effective description in terms of a diffusion equation
At long times, using multiple scales,

∂c

∂t
= ∇x · (De · ∇xc),

where the effective diffusive tensor is given by a microscale model.

Effective equation in a periodic porous medium

We arrive at the following equation for the intrinsic average p̃

∂p̃

∂t
(x, t) = ∇x · (De∇xp̃) ,

where the effective diffusion tensor is given by

De = I − 1

ψ

!

ωv

JT
Γ dy,

with JΓ the Jacobian matrix of Γ and ψ = 1 − φ = 1 − |Bε|.

Γi solves the cell problem

∇2
yΓi = 0 y ∈ ωv ,

∇yΓi · n = ni y ∈ ∂ωv ,

Γi periodic in y,

ωv

1

1

ε

For a sudden localised release, predicts Gaussian evolution:

c(x , t) ∼ t−d/2e−|x |
2/(4Det).

(initial work by Maxwell/Lord Raleigh, put on a solid footing by
e.g. Aris & Brenner (1988), see also Bruna & Chapman (2015))



Effective description in terms of large deviations

An alternative description is based on large deviation theory in
which case

c(x , t) ∼ t−d/2e−tg(x/t).

I g is the rate function associated with the probability for the
position of particles that have been displaced by |x | at t � 1.

I g(x/t) ∼ |x |2/(4Det) + . . . for |x | � t, thus recovering the
picture given by the effective diffusion equation.

I employed in periodic fluid (Haynes & Vanneste, JFM
(2014a,b)) and network (Tzella & Vanneste, PRL (2016))
environments.



Effective description in terms of large deviations
high porosity low porosity

Figure: Snapshots of coarse-grained concentration of solute diffusing
inside the porous environment.

I High porosity: effective diffusion is good.

I Low porosity: effective diffusion fails to capture a more
complex anisotropic behaviour. The diffusion approximation
underestimates c – bad if c is toxic!

Farah, Loghin, Tzella & Vanneste (2019) in preparation.


